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Thomas Adès is an English composer, pianist and conductor. His music is performed 
worldwide including his most recent large-scale work composed in 2013, Totentanz. He has 
written two orchestral works with video: In Seven Days and Polaris(2010). His compositions 
include a wide variety of genre including orchestra, opera, choir and chamber music. In a 
2013 interview, Adès commented: “In composing I don't reach out and grab as many 
butterflies as I can and hope I find the right one. That's not the way. Elgar spoke about the 
air being full of music: you just take as much as you need. That's close to what I think." 
In Seven Days is a work for orchestra and piano that is coordinated with abstract video 
images. It was jointly commissioned by the Los Angeles Philharmonic and London's 
Southbank Centre. Adès conducted the premieres at Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los 
Angeles and at Royal Festival Hall in London. He has also performed In Seven Days many 
times as the pianist under various conductors. 
Daniel Stewart, music director of the Santa Cruz County Symphony, first met Adès in 2011 
when Stewart was an assistant/cover conductor for the Los Angeles Philharmonic. A series 
of four concerts for the “Aspects of Adès" festival included In Seven Days which Stewart found 
to be “a miraculously effective and compelling emotional exploration; a profoundly moving 
and beautiful set of variations." He has been looking forward to conducting it ever since. He 
is excited that tonight's performance will include both the video and the pianist, Nicolas 
Hodges, who played the premieres and participated in the first recording. 
Adès wrote the piece in collaboration with video artist Tal Rosner. Adès and Rosner worked 
simultaneously in creating the piece a moment at a time. Adès said that sometimes he would 
begin with ten seconds of music and other times Rosner would be the first with ten seconds 
of video. Rosner said that they worked with the text of the Hebrew Genesis creation story 
word by word. They did not seek to present a literal view of the story. Rather, they chose to 
let the text suggest abstract sounds and patterns that they felt were shaped by the words. 
The effect seems to present more the process of creation rather than the actual things 
created. There is a sense that the energy created by the music is appropriate for what that 
energy is creating. The video is shown on six screens representing the six days of creation 
that were followed by the seventh day of rest. Rosner's inspiration for the visual materials 
came from photographs and video taken of the two concert halls, both inside and outside, 
where the premieres were to take place. Rosner was especially fascinated with the 
scaffolding inside Royal Festival Hall. He often used the photos and video as the basic 
working material for his images. The composition took nine months to complete. 



The twenty-nine minute piece has no breaks between the movements but the music 
combined with the images gives a good indication of where one stops and the next begins. 
Although it does not come across on first listening as an obvious theme and variations, there 
always seems to be the suggestion that the musical materials are closely related. Chaos-
Light-Dark, which is the first third of the piece, begins with an active but hypnotic unison idea 
in the strings that gradually builds. The entrance of the piano, accompanied by a graphic 
representing the sun, is the beginning of Light. Separation of the waters into sea and sky is 
represented by the winds pulling away from the piano. Land-Grass-Trees begins with slow-
moving sounds in the strings and gradually adds ascending and denser musical lines and 
visual images. 
A brass-dominated celebration of this new life leads into Stars-Sun-Moon. The piano moves 
up into the upper part of the keyboard, the flute and piccolo join it and the visuals switch to 
star-like images. A solo piano section leads into Creatures of the Sea and Sky which begins with 
the smaller creatures played by a flock of piccolos. Larger creatures gradually appear in 
fugal entrances by progressively lower instruments. The music and videos are the most 
active so far as they suggest energetic and bounding figures full of life. Just as the orchestra 
cannot get any busier, a sudden short halt begins Creatures of the Land as the piano again 
joins in.The orchestra gradually builds but then gives way to solo piano with a couple of 
gongs that eventually slow things down for the final section. The final day of 
rest, Contemplation, can be heard in the sustained, transparent string sound with the piano 
slowly, and calmly, descending. The beginning music and video elements return like a 
distant echo. Adès described this ending as taking an aerial view of the whole thing and then 
gradually pulling the camera out in a slow fade. 
 


